BHARATHIAR UNIVERSITY : COIMBATORE
ALLIED PAPER – 1
(For B.A. Economics / Defence Studies Candidates)
History of India 1600 – 1857 AD. PAPER I
WITH EFFECT FROM 2007-08

UNIT : Coming of the Europeans : Portuguese – French East India
Company – British East India Company.

UNIT II : Anglo – French Rivalry : Carnatic – wars. Establishment
of British power is Bengal – Battle of Plassey, 1757,
Battle of Buxar, 1764.


UNIT IV : Dalhousie – Revolt of 1857 - Queen’s Proclamation.

UNIT V : Constitutional Development : regulating Act, 1773 – Pitt’s
India Act, 1784, Charter Act of 1833 and 1853.

BHARATHIAR UNIVERSITY : COIMBATORE
ALLIED PAPER - 2
HISTORY OF INDIA 1858 – 1964 AD – PAPER II
WITH EFFECT FROM 2007-08

UNIT I : VICEROYS:
Lord Canning – Lord Lytton – Lord Ripon – Lord Curzon

UNIT II : Freedom Struggle
Foundation of Indian National Congress – Moderates –
Extremists – Home rule movement.

UNIT III : Gandhian Era
Non – Co – operation movement – Civil Disobedience
movement – Quit – India movement – NSC Bose and his
INA.

UNIT IV : Freedom fighters of Tamil nadu
VOC – Rajaji – Subramania Siva, - E.V. Ramasamy –
Social movement.
UNIT V : **India since independence**
Nehru Era – Integration of Indian States, Tamilnadu under Kamaraj is Chief Minister ship.

**Book Recommended**
B. Krishnamurthy  
History of Tamil Nadu, Palayankottai.
G. Venkatesan  
History of Freedom Struggle in India. 
Rajapalayam
R.C. Majundar 
Freedom Movement in India, Bharathiya Vidhya 
Bhavan Series, Bombay.
R.C. Agarwal  
Constitutional History of India and National Movement.
D.L. Joshi and S.V. Gholkar  
History of Modern India, 1800 to 1964.

**BHARATHIAR UNIVERSITY : COIMBATORE**

**ALLIED PAPER - 3**
**PRINCIPLES OF POLITICAL SCIENCE – PART – I**
(Allied subject for History / Economics/ Defence Studies major subjects )

**WITH EFFECT FROM 2007-08**

The basic issues and Principles of the Modern Theory of the State and the debate on them. The scope of the paper covers the basic aspects.


UNIT – II - State – Definition; Characteristics, Elements of the state; Association and Community; Functions of the State.

UNIT – III - Theories of Origin of the state – Social constant Theory; Force Theory; Evolutionary theory.

UNIT – IV - Sovereignty; Kinds of Sovereignty; Power Theory of Sovereignty. Powers and Authority Limits on State Authority.

UNIT – V - Groups of Political obligation – Various theories.

**BOOK FOR REFERENCE:-**

1. Ruphael, D.D  : Problems of Political Philosophy Chapters 1,2,3 and 4
2. Pickles, D.M : An Introduction to Politics. Chapters 1,2,3 and 4.


Books for Reference:

1. Paphael D.P : Problems of Political Philosophy
   Chapters 5,6 and 7

2. Pickles D.M : An Introduction to Politics
   Chapters 6,7,8 and 9.

UNIT – I
The circumstance leading to the passing of the Regulating Act of 1773 - Merits & defects – Pitt’s India Act of 1784 - merits and defects.

UNIT – 2

UNIT – III
UNIT – IV
The Queen’s proclamation and the Government of India Act of 1858 – Home Govt. – Govt. of India and the Provinces.

UNIT – V

BOOK RECOMMENDED:
1. Aggarwal R.C Nationalist Movement & Constitutional Development of India.
2. Chabra G.S Advanced Study in the History of Modern India (3 Vols.)
3. Gupta D Indian National Movement and Constitutional Development
4. Keith A.B The Constitutional History of India
5. Purnian K. V The Constitutional History of India
6. Sapre G.S The Growth of Indian Constitution & Administration
7. Sethi & Mahajan Institutional History of India
8. Chabra G.S Institutional History of India

Bharathiar University: Coimbatore
Allied Paper – 6
Constitutional History of India from 1892 to 1950 Paper – II
With effect from 2007-08

UNIT – I
Minto – Morley Reforms of 1909 – merits and defects of the reforms – separate electorate for the Muslims.

UNIT – II

UNIT – III
Dyarchy in operation – Indian reaction - Simon Commission – Round table Conference.

UNIT – IV

UNIT – V

BOOK RECOMMENDED:
1. Aggarwal R.C Nationalist Movement & Constitutional Development of India.
2. Chabra G.S. Advanced Study in the History of Modern India (3 Vols.)
3. Gupta D. Indian National Movement and Constitutional Development
4. Keith A.B. The Constitutional History of India
5. Purnian K. V. The Constitutional History of India
6. Sapre G.S. The Growth of Indian Constitution & Administration
7. Sethi & Mahajan. Constitutional History of India
8. Chabra G.S. Constitutional History of India

BHARATHIAR UNIVERSITY: COIMBATORE
ALLIED PAPER – 7
Allied Subject for B.A. History & Tourism
Paper – I Principles of Government
WITH EFFECT FROM 2007-08

UNIT – I:

UNIT – II
Legistature: Unicameral and Bicameral Legistature – Merits and Demerits – composition of legislature (lower and upper house) – powers and functions of Legislature.

UNIT - III
Kinds of Executive parliamentary, Presidential and Plural Executive – Theory of separation of powers.

UNIT – IV

UNIT – V

Books for Reference :
1. C.F.Strong : Modern Constitutions
2. A.Appadurai : Substance of Politics